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Glenn Roe
Émilie Du Châtelet (1706–1749)—“daring genius of the Enlightenment,” 
according to a recent book by Judith P. Zinsser—casts a long, if largely overlooked, 
shadow on the intellectual history of the mid-eighteenth century. While her various 
accomplishments, as a noted mathematician, natural philosopher, translator of 
Newton, intellectual successor of Leibniz and Wolff, companion to Voltaire, etc., 
certainly warrant a renewed interest in her complicated legacy, she has never been, 
at least until recently, considered as a possible contributor to the great mid-century 
Encyclopédie. No mention of Du Châtelet is made in either Diderot’s “Prospectus” 
(1750) or d’Alembert’s “Discours préliminaire” (1751), or indeed in any of the 
other paratexts (avertissements, errata, etc.) that accompanied the Encyclopédie’s 
publication.1 Logically then, she is also not to be found in any of the exhaustive 
lists and inventories of encyclopedic authors compiled by later scholars such as 
Richard Schwab and Frank Kafker.2 A cursory glance at the online Encyclopédie 
reveals that, despite Diderot and d’Alembert’s professed admiration for Du Châtelet 
and her work, her name appears only a handful of times over the entire seventeen 
volumes of text published between 1751 and 1765, and almost always in reference 
to her 1740 work the Institutions de physique.3 This article thus aims to establish 
a better understanding of the often unacknowledged relationship between these 
two seminal Enlightenment texts. Using new computational methods developed in 
the growing field of Digital Humanities, I attempt to uncover the various manners 
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in which Du Châtelet’s work is used by the encyclopédistes, who, as we shall see, 
both amplified and muted her authorial voice over the pages of their philosophical 
dictionary.
Conceived initially as an introduction to Isaac Newton’s physics for her 
young son, Du Châtelet’s Institutions de physique became a defining text for the 
intellectual history of the 1740s. Like Voltaire before her, Du Châtelet’s attempt 
at explaining Newtonian physics came at a time when, in France at least, most 
members of the Académie des sciences had come to accept much of Newton’s 
description of the universe, from his mathematics and optics to his more contro-
versial notion of universal gravitation.4 There was, however, still much debate 
concerning Newton’s mathematical formulas and how, exactly, gravity worked 
among the planets. Writers who concerned themselves with the topic thus had to, at 
some point, make a choice as to how fully they would subscribe to the Newtonian 
model. Most followed Voltaire’s lead in his Eléments de la philosophie de Newton 
(1738)—written while living with Du Châtelet at her Château in Cirey from 1734 
to 1749—and were content to sound sufficiently Newtonian while simply describ-
ing the mechanics of the universe. D’Alembert’s Traité de dynamique (1743) and 
Alexis Clairaut’s Théorie de la lune (1752) are obvious examples of the sort, wherein 
larger questions of causation, or, what would later come to be labeled derisively as 
“metaphysical” questions, are left largely untreated. Voltaire shared this aversion 
to the metaphysical and indeed derided Du Châtelet’s efforts in the Institutions de 
physique to go beyond pure description and to look for causes—i.e., to explain 
what, exactly, made gravity work on such a large scale and how such a system 
came into being. The great innovation of Du Châtelet’s Institutions, then, is to be 
found in her bold willingness to leverage Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz’s metaphysical 
system in order to better explain Newtonian mechanics.5
A contemporary of Newton, Leibniz filtered into France with the publi-
cation of the Leibniz-Clarke correspondence in 1720.6 For Du Châtelet, Leibniz, 
along with his disciple Christian Wolff, offered answers to the big metaphysical 
questions she wished to explore in the Institutions, leading her to do with Leibniz 
and Wolff what others had previously done with Descartes and Newton: i.e., to 
create her own philosophical synthesis based on separate parts of their ideas.7 The 
aim of Du Châtelet’s work was thus to move beyond the black-and-white, either/
or manner in which Newton and Descartes were discussed in France, and to serve 
as a necessary corrective to the general rejection of Leibniz by the French scientific 
establishment of the period. In her desire to find some truth among all these dis-
senting voices, it was important for Du Châtelet to understand how individuals 
can be certain about what it is they know. She thus adapted Leibniz and Wolff’s 
ideas in order to establish the “certainty” of the Newtonian model of the universe 
over the pages of the Institutions. These broad metaphysical questions touched on 
a variety of different categories of thought and modes of knowing, from metaphys-
ics, mathematics, and mechanics, to geometry and physics, which were all, for Du 
Châtelet and her contemporaries, part and parcel of the “natural philosophy.”8
It is surprising then, given the importance of Du Châtelet’s magnum opus 
and the big questions it sought to answer, that it is does not figure more prominently 
in the pages of the Encyclopédie. In his article NEWTONIANISME, ou Philosophie 
Newtonienne, d’Alembert briefly praises Du Châtelet for her significant contribu-
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tions as a commentator and translator of Newton’s ideas, though he stops short 
of suggesting any original contribution on her part. And yet, as Judith P. Zinsser 
has recently claimed, “others who wrote for them [Diderot and d’Alembert] simply 
took whole passages from the Institutions for subjects as general as ‘Time’ and 
‘Hypothesis’ and as specific as the descriptions of the metaphysical concepts of 
Leibniz and Wolff. Few identified the original author, and so Du Châtelet acquired 
the title of so many other women before and after her: ‘anonymous.’”9 In fact, there 
are only two articles we know of in the Encyclopédie authored by a woman, both 
on the subject of fashion— FALBALA and FONTANGE. In each case attribution 
is given only anonymously by Diderot in the “Avertissement” to volume six.10
The accepted wisdom over the past 250 years, then, was that of Du Châtelet 
as just another missing, if not muted, female voice in the pages of the Encyclo-
pédie. This over-simplified view has recently been brought into question thanks 
to renewed interest in Du Châtelet not merely as a translator, commentator, or 
companion of great men, but equally as a significant intellectual force in her own 
right.11 More specifically, recent articles by Koffi Maglo and Khan Dao Duc have 
succeeded in challenging what had for centuries been assumed as Du Châtelet’s 
decidedly minor role in the encyclopedic enterprise.12 The present study thus aims 
to build productively off of this growing base of Du Châtelet scholarship through 
the use of new digital humanities tools and resources. By uncovering traces—some 
hidden and others in plain sight—of Du Châtelet’s influence and intellectual voice 
in the Encyclopédie, my goal is to resituate and re-evaluate the status of Émilie 
Du Châtelet both as an encyclopédiste in her own right and as a key authorial 
contributor to the philosophic conversation that the Encyclopédie enacts.
AUTHORSHIP AND AUTHORITY IN THE 
ENCYCLOPÉDIE
Authorship is a thorny issue when it comes to the Encyclopédie. With over 
130 contributors and a far from linear publication history, the exact dimensions 
of the Encyclopédie’s authorial space has been heavily debated by scholars over 
the past half century, if not longer.13 While this article is concerned with Émilie Du 
Châtelet’s presence and participation in the Encyclopédie, it is first necessary to 
think a bit more broadly about the very category of authorship itself in the Ency-
clopédie and how it, in many cases, becomes a function of the multifaceted system 
of references (both acknowledged and unacknowledged) that are woven together 
by its various contributors. The interplay of these intertextual references makes the 
Encyclopédie a much more dialogical space than one normally assumes, a site of 
conversation and controversy in which source material and editorial commentary 
are given equal, though by no means equitable, weighting.
From a practical standpoint, this underlying multivocality means that 
there are often at least three separate authorial, or rather dialogical, functions at 
play in the Encyclopédie for any given article. The first of these functions concerns 
the article as such, which includes the contribution of one, or sometimes several, 
writers on a particular subject. Second, there are the various outside sources with 
which these contributors marshal evidence for and against the topic of their article. 
As Dan Edelstein, Robert Morrissey, and I have recently shown, there is a complex 
system of citation and non-citation at play in the Encyclopédie: references fall 
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anywhere on the spectrum from full chapter-and-verse citations; more “worldly” 
indications that attest to a common shared culture (“comme dit un beau génie 
de ce siècle,” for example); and finally, a fully-formed politics of non-citation for 
dangerous or subversive works.14 Alongside these layers of authorship and author-
ity, there is often an additional editorial layer at work in many articles, wherein 
Diderot and d’Alembert at times intervene, offering correctives or commentary, 
and engaging in a sort of conversation. This form of dialogism is often aimed not 
at the contributors themselves, but rather at their various sources, or indeed with 
the general ideas these sources are seen to embody.
Nowhere, perhaps, is this tripartite dialogical system more prominent than 
in the multiple contributions of Johann Heinrich Samuel Formey (1711–1797) to 
the Encyclopédie, contributions that for the most part predated the editorial en-
gagement of Diderot and d’Alembert and thus represented inherited material not 
wholly in phase with their philosophical ambitions.15 In order to unravel Émilie 
Du Châtelet’s role as an encyclopédiste, and in particular the extent to which her 
Institutions de physique was incorporated into the text of the Encyclopédie, one 
must first turn to Formey’s articles on metaphysics. Indeed, Formey, according to 
Zinsser, “is presumed to have written many of the articles in the Encyclopédie that 
used the Institutions,”16 an assessment that is in harmony with Koffi Maglo’s more 
recent assertion that if one follows “les traces de Formey et vous serez en compag-
nie de Mme Du Châtelet” [“the traces of Formey […] you will find yourself in the 
company of Mme Du Châtelet.”]17 The possible connection between Formey and 
Du Châtelet was first explored by Sonia Carboncini through the bias of Christian 
Wolff’s presence in several anonymous Encyclopédie articles, though here the treat-
ment of Du Châtelet is somewhat secondary.18 This article is thus an attempt to 
verify and expand upon these statements, evaluating to what extent Formey used 
Du Châtelet as a source—at times acknowledged, and at others not—and then 
examining how Du Châtelet’s textual presence, whether mediated through Formey 
or others, can be considered an important, albeit largely overlooked, contribution 
to the philosophical debates enacted in the Encyclopédie.
SAMUEL FORMEY, ENCYCLOPÉDISTE 
ANTI-PHILOSOPHE
Formey was a Huguenot pastor of French extraction who spent his entire 
life in Berlin, most notably as the historiographer and then perpetual secretary 
of the Academy of Berlin after its reorganization by Frederick the Great in the 
1740s.19 Appointed to the Royal Society in 1750, from 1741 to 1753 he gained 
some renown through the extended publication of his pedagogical work La Belle 
Wolfienne, which was meant to promote the philosophy of Christian Wolff to young 
women. While far from a success either commercially or philosophically, Formey’s 
work was nonetheless important for diffusing—along with Du Châtelet’s Institu-
tions de physique published in 1740—the ideas of both Wolff and Leibniz to the 
general French reading public.20 Formey’s desire to write about Wolff for French 
readers in the style of letters to a young woman was almost certainly inspired by 
the earlier successes of Fontenelle’s Entretiens sur la pluralité des mondes (1686), 
which explained the Cartesian universe, and Algarotti’s Neutonianismo per le dame 
(1737), that set out to explain Newton’s, both of which equally serve as precursors 
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to Du Châtelet’s intended pedagogical goals for her Institutions de physique. As we 
shall see, Formey relies heavily on Du Châtelet’s work for his contributions to the 
Encyclopédie, a fact that suggests a more direct relationship of influence between 
the Institutions de physique and La Belle Wolfienne, though this is a connection 
that lies beyond the confines of this study. The scope and scale of Formey’s direct 
involvement in the Encyclopédie project will be touched upon later, but first it is 
important to sketch briefly his role in the various other philosophical conversa-
tions—enacted in this case on the larger scale of the transnational Republic of 
Letters—to which he contributed in the second half of the eighteenth century.
A prodigious letter writer—his correspondence supposedly rivalled that of 
Leibniz21—Formey was in many ways representative of the moderate or mainstream 
strain of the Enlightenment, opposed to the more “radical” currents that would 
shape philosophical thought in the years following the Encyclopédie’s publication, 
according to Jonathan Israel.22 Formey’s idea of philosophy was thus, like Émilie 
Du Châtelet’s, more expansive than the narrow definition we tend to give it today. 
In his particular case, Formey sought to enlighten his readers with a deft admixture 
of Wolffian metaphysics, philosophical Protestantism, and Cartesian rationalism, 
positions that would all, to some degree, come under attack by the encyclopédistes.23 
As such, and despite his involvement in the encyclopedic enterprise, however tepid 
his engagement may have been, from the mid-eighteenth century onwards he was 
increasingly active in decrying what he saw as the more radical and morally dan-
gerous positions of the French philosophes.24 This specific subset of philosophical 
writers—those driving the Radical Enlightenment forward, according to Israel—are 
designated here by the French term in order to distinguish them from the broader 
field of natural and experimental philosophy to which Formey, Du Châtelet, and 
countless others belonged.25
Formey’s anti-philosophe campaign began as early as 1749 with the pub-
lication of his Pensées raisonnables, a response to, and refutation of, Diderot’s 
Pensées philosophiques published in 1746. This first pamphlet was followed closely 
by his Lettre de M. Gervaise Holmes contre l’auteur de la Lettre sur les aveugles 
in 1750, another riposte aimed at the young editor of the Encyclopédie.26 A few 
years later, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, still firmly in the philosophe camp at this point, 
comes under fire for his Discours sur les sciences et les arts, which Formey counters 
with an Examen philosophique de la liaison réelle qu’il y a entre les sciences et les 
mœurs, published first as part of the Mémoires de l’Académie de Berlin in 1753, 
and then in book form in 1755.27
Rousseau next publicly attacks Formey in 1759 for what he perceived as an 
unauthorized printing in Berlin of his 1756 letter to Voltaire “Sur la providence”—
his famous response to Voltaire’s “poème sur le désastre de Lisbonne.”28 Formey 
responds in kind with another unauthorised collection of excerpts taken from 
Rousseau’s Nouvelle Héloïse (all the while voicing significant moral reservations 
about the work in his “averstissement”) in his Esprit de Julie of 1762.29 Formey 
moves beyond unauthorized reprinting to an outright attack on Rousseau, and in 
particular his 1762 publication Émile, which Formey quickly counters with the 
publication of his Anti-Émile (1763), a stern rebuke not only of Rousseau’s peda-
gogical theories, but also what Formey considered his many religious and political 
aberrations.30 A year later, Formey will move his critique of Émile forward, going 
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so far as to “remake” Rousseau’s work in his own image, publishing an Émile 
chrétien in 1764, a text that notably replaces the “Confession de foi du vicaire 
Savoyard” with a more doctrinally appropriate section.31
Given the above quarrels with Diderot and Rousseau, it is perhaps surpris-
ing that Voltaire—who in the 1760s and 1770s was by far the most publically active 
and universally targeted of the philosophes—is spared, seemingly, the brunt of much 
of Formey’s public critique. This will change, however, with the publication of his 
memoires—Souvenirs d’un citoyen—on the eve of the Revolution. Here Formey 
revisits the 1750s and makes it a point to offer a rather unflattering and highly 
critical description of Voltaire’s visit to Potsdam, which allows him to furthermore 
condemn most of the other leading encyclopédistes, who like Voltaire, promoted 
unorthodox and theologically dangerous views in the pages of the great mid-century 
dictionary.32 This retrospective return to the early days of the Encyclopédie thus 
brings us back to the topic of Formey’s uneven involvement with the enterprise. 
Indeed, the use (he would say “abuse”) of Formey’s original source material at the 
hands of Diderot, and also notably that of d’Alembert, would remain a point of 
contention for the last forty years of his life.33 In order to rectify these perceived 
slights to his character, Formey went so far as to envision a corrective “encyclopédie 
réduite” that was planned but never published, although much of his post-1750 
encyclopedic work would find its way into several of the Encyclopédie’s successors, 
including the Protestant Encyclopédie d’Yverdon.34
One may well ask then, how, exactly, the anti-philosophe Formey come 
to be a contributor at all to Diderot and d’Alembert’s philosophic machine de 
guerre? As it so happens, in 1742 he had begun working on his own philosophical 
dictionary, one that would purportedly do for France what Ephraïm Chambers’ 
Cyclopaedia had accomplished in England.35 By 1747, however, Formey had heard 
rumour of a French encyclopaedia project, one that took, coincidentally enough, as 
its starting point a translation of Chambers into French, and decided to approach 
its editor, then the Abbé Gua de Malves, offering his completed articles to the new 
enterprise.36 In early 1749, the deal—executed by the “libraires associés” who 
controlled the project—was finalized, and Formey sent the editors (by then Diderot 
and d’Alembert) some 1800 manuscript pages (petit in folio) in exchange for 300 
livres, with the added stipulation that the manuscript be returned to the author 
and that his contribution be acknowledged in the work’s preface. Thus, Formey is 
dutifully mentioned in both Diderot’s 1750 “Prospectus” as well as d’Alembert’s 
1751 “Discours préliminaire”:
Voilà les richesses sur lesquelles nous pouvions compter ; mais il nous en 
est survenu d’autres que notre entreprise doit, pour ainsi-dire, à sa bonne 
fortune. Ce sont des Manuscrits qui nous ont été communiqués par des 
Amateurs, ou fournis par des Sçavans entre lesquels nous nommerons ici 
M. FORMEY, Secrétaire perpétuel de l’Académie Royale des Sciences & 
des Belles-Lettres de Prusse. Cet habile Académicien avoit médité un Dic-
tionnaire, tel à peu près que le nôtre, & il nous a généreusement sacrifié 
la partie considérable qu’il en avoit exécuté, & dont nous ne manquerons 
pas de lui faire honneur.37
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[Such are the resources upon which we could count; but thanks to the 
good fortune of our enterprise, so to speak, other resources have fallen to 
us. They include some manuscripts sent to us by amateurs or submitted 
by scholars, among whom we will name here M. Formey, perpetual secre-
tary of the Royal Academy of Sciences and Belles-Lettres of Prussia. That 
illustrious academician had planned a dictionary almost like our own, 
and he has generously turned over to us the considerable part of it which 
he had completed, for which we will not fail to pay him due honor.]
It stands to reason, then, that the second condition of his bequest, that the manu-
script be returned, was also carried out. This is in many ways a great shame for the 
historiography of the Encyclopédie and its publication history, as it seems most of 
Formey’s manuscripts from this period have been lost. As such, we have no real 
way of comparing the original articles to their edited versions in the final text of 
the Encyclopédie.
We do, however, have a fairly good notion of which articles draw upon 
Formey’s material, although there is still some disagreement as to the exact number 
of articles one can count as “belonging” to Formey from an authorial standpoint. 
The editors of the digital edition of the Encyclopédie at the University of Chicago’s 
ARTFL Project have marked some 111 articles as being authored by Formey, for 
instance, though this differs somewhat from both Richard Schwab’s Inventory (114 
articles) and Koffi Maglo’s count of around 120 (“cent vingt articles environ qu’il a 
signés”).38 There are multiple reasons for this discrepancy. First and foremost, it is 
not exactly correct to say that Formey “signed” any of the articles that have been 
attributed to him, but rather that his material was used by the editors in a variety 
of different manners. This hearkens back to the three layers of dialogism at play 
in the Encyclopédie alluded to earlier, all of which are exhibited to some degree 
when looking at Formey’s articles. He is, at times, simply the author of an article: 
this is the case with “DÉFINITION” in Tome 4, for example, as the final reference 
“article de M. Formey” attests. This is not to say, however, that even these seem-
ingly unambiguous attributions are simple; quite the contrary, in this case almost 
the entire article is drawn from Condillac’s Essai sur l’origine des connaissances 
humaines (1746), a source used without any citation whatsoever.39
In a second instance, Formey’s papers are used by other authors in the 
Encyclopédie more or less as source material, which leads to a host of seemingly 
multi-authored articles, such as Mallet’s ABRAXAS, which includes the note “Cet 
article est en grande partie tiré des Mémoires de M. Formey, Historiographe de 
l’Académie royale de Prusse” directly before Mallet’s signature (G).40 In this case, 
the article should logically be attributed solely to Mallet, rather than being identi-
fied as co-authored with Formey, though Richard Schwab tends to assign at least 
partial authorship to Formey for every article in which he is mentioned.41 Another 
example of this genre of authorship is found in the Abbé Yvon’s article ATTRIBUT, 
which includes the more concise note “Cet article est tiré de M. Formey” preceding 
Yvon’s authorial sign (X).
At times the use of Formey is more blatantly dialogical, in that he is used 
strategically to move a specific argument forward or otherwise introduce new con-
cepts, inclusions that are often marked simply with a “M. Formey” at the end of 
a paragraph. This is precisely the case with d’Alembert’s article AREOMETRE, in 
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which he engages directly with Formey as a source, or rather as a co-signatory of 
the article. After a short section that is presumably drawn from Formey’s papers 
(though we have no structural indication of what is Formey and what is d’Alembert 
other than the brief reference “M. Formey”), d’Alembert launches into the main 
crux of the article that acts as both commentary and critique of the previous sec-
tion. This is by and large the same short-hand citation scheme we find peppered 
across the Encyclopédie with regards to Ephraim Chambers, wherein paragraphs, 
or even whole articles, are terminated with a simple “Chambers”—though again, 
with no indication of what, exactly, or even approximately, comes from the English 
Cyclopaedia.
In a more playful way, not surprisingly, Diderot is even more pronounced 
in this sort of call-and-response editorial engagement, often voicing his opinion 
not only with the article at hand, but also on the whole class of knowledge from 
which it is drawn. This is the case for Formey’s metaphysics article CONSERVA-
TION, which, after an authorial reference to Formey (Article de M. Formey), ends 
with the unsigned remark: “C’est ainsi que dans les questions métaphysiques fort 
élevées, on se retrouve après bien des détours au même point d’où l’on étoit parti, 
& où on auroit dû rester” [And thus it is with these sorts of high metaphysical 
questions, one finds oneself after many detours at the same point from which one 
departed, and where one should have remained]—an intervention that almost cer-
tainly originated from Diderot’s acerbic pen. A similar situation can be found in the 
article ETERNITÉ, a text whose first half is signed by the Chevalier de Jaucourt, 
and whose second ends with the same attribution as CONSERVATION: “Article 
de M. Formey.” Diderot here again intervenes after Formey’s contribution, assert-
ing that he includes the above description of the Thomist and Scotist positions 
on eternity: “1° parce qu’elles appartiennent à l’histoire de la Philosophie, qui est 
l’objet de notre ouvrage: 2° parce qu’elles servent à montrer dans quel labyrinthe 
on se jette, quand on veut raisonner sur ce qu’on ne conçoit pas” [firstly because 
they belong to the history of Philosophy, which is the object of our work; secondly 
because they serve to demonstrate the labyrinth into which one throws oneself 
when trying to reason with the inconceivable].42
Formey thus functions in the Encyclopédie as: a) an author; b) a source for 
other authors; c) a dialogical partner; and then, finally, d) a source of other sources, 
by which I mean that the editors (and here d’Alembert is especially active) some-
times indicate the sources that Formey is drawing upon in his articles. At the end 
of the article AREOMETRE, for instance, d’Alembert indicates that “nous devons 
ces remarques à M. Formey, qui les a tirées de M. l’abbé Nollet Lect. Phys.” [we 
owe these remarks to M. Formey, who drew them from M. l’abbé Nollet’s Lect. 
Phys.].43 Here again, as Formey’s original articles have been lost, it is difficult to say 
exactly how Formey uses his various sources, nor the means by which the encyclo-
pédistes were able to identify them (were they cited in the original? deduced from 
reading?, etc.). Much like Ephraïm Chamber’s Cyclopaedia, which served as both 
an inspiration and originary source for the Encyclopédie, Formey’s contributions 
are woven throughout this massive compilation in a variety of different manners, 
and for seemingly different means.44
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ÉMILIE DU CHÂTELET, ENCYCLOPÉDISTE?
This brings us then to the case of Madame Du Châtelet, who, as Maglo 
and Zinsser argue, in many ways enters the Encyclopédie through Formey’s me-
diation. This is certainly the case with the seven articles that explicitly mention 
Du Châtelet’s Institutions de physique. Though, while Maglo asserts (or rather 
overstates to some degree) that “practiquement dans tous les cas, il est precisé 
quels passages des Institutions sont copiés ou servent d’insipration” [“in virtually 
all cases it is indicated which passages of the Institutions are copied or serve as 
inspiration”],45 until now it has remained unclear to what extent Du Châtelet’s text 
was used in these articles, or how exactly she participates in the larger dialogical 
space of the Encyclopédie outlined above. To redress this gap in our knowledge, 
we need an indication of where the Institutions de physique is used not only when 
it is mentioned, but also when it is not.
In order, then, to find references to Du Châtelet’s work, both acknowledged 
and unacknowledged, I deployed a new computational method developed in the 
field of Digital Humanities that compares the entire text of the Encyclopédie with a 
version of the Institutions de physique taken from the BnF’s Gallica digital library.46 
And, while the text in this case is far from perfect—it includes, for instance, many 
errors generated by the automatic optical character recognition (OCR) process 
used to digitize the book—I was nonetheless able to identify a further six articles 
that all borrow extensively from Du Châtelet’s work, but in this case with no cita-
tion or authorial mention (see Table 1). One notices immediately that all of these 
newly identified articles, save SUFFISANTE RAISON, are signed by Formey or 
Formey and d’Alembert.
Table 1. Encyclopédie articles that draw from Émilie du Châtelet’s Institutions de phy-
sique with and without citation.
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The above identifications are made using a technique known as “sequence 
alignment,” a computational approach borrowed from the field of bio-informatics.47 
For this project I used the PhiloLine sequence alignment package developed by the 
ARTFL Project at the University of Chicago, an algorithm that works in tandem 
with its full-text search and retrieval software PhiloLogic.48 Basically, the system 
treats two texts as long potential sequences, and then looks for common sub-
sequences with a high degree of flexibility between the two (think of missing genetic 
information that must be skipped over in the sequencing of the human genome, 
for example). This technique allows us not only to identify borrowed passages 
that are uncited, but also to see exactly how these passages are deployed in the 
Encyclopédie even when cited. The article “Continuité, (loi de)” serves as a prime 
example of how these new approaches can help us unravel the often-complicated 
interplay of authorial gestures at work in the Encyclopédie. The article is signed 
by d’Alembert, who then claims “Nous devons cet article à M. Formey” [we owe 
this article to M. Formey], and which furthermore includes the reference “Lisez 
le chap. j. des instit. de Physiq. de Mad. Duchatelet, depuis le § 13 jusqu’à la fin” 
[Read chapter I of Mme Duchatelet’s Institutions de physique, from paragraph 
13 until the end], an imperative command that seems, in form, much more like a 
renvois, or cross-reference, than a citation.49
Using the sequence alignment comparison technique, we can now, for the 
first time perhaps, see exactly to what extent Du Châtelet is used in this article as 
well as which passages are shared between the two texts. Remarkably, almost the 
entire article is in fact drawn from the Institutions de physique, though certainly not 
in the word-for-word or copy-paste manner one might assume. Instead, the article 
incorporates parts of paragraph §13, to which the reference alludes, modifies the 
text, draws on a sentence from paragraph §14, before moving to paragraph §17, 
and then backwards to paragraph §15 to conclude.50 Here again, this manner of 
manipulating source material is much more like a conversation than a rote citation, 
wherein Mme Du Châtelet (or is it Formey?) is used as a proxy or conceptual stand-
in for both “les Leibnitiens” and “les partisans de ce principe [de continuité].”51
The granular level of this sort of text comparison allows us to think more 
broadly about the proportionality of Du Châtelet’s text against the rest of the article 
in which it occurs. In the figure below, the total word count of the articles in blue 
is compared to Du Châtelet’s contribution in red (see Figure 1). Obviously, longer 
articles such as MOVEMENT and PENDULE will yield a much lower propor-
tion of included text, and indeed in these cases Du Châtelet can be considered one 
among many different sources used to construct the longer articles (though in the 
case of PENDULE there is no reference to her work).
We can also think about this proportionality in terms of a “score” or 
percentage of any given article that belongs to Du Châtelet—those of us who use 
plagiarism software like Turnitin to mark essays will be all too familiar with these 
sorts of metrics. Below we have in ascending order all of the articles identified 
as containing at least some of the Institutions de physique, along with their cor-
responding “Du Châtelet scores” (See Table 2). To return to an example that we 
have already seen, d’Alembert and Formey’s article “Continuité, (loi de)” scores 
as approximately eighty-one percent Du Châtelet. This fact necessarily raises the 
following question: to what extent is Formey (or even d’Alembert for that matter) 
really the “author” of this article.
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Figure 1. Total number of words compared to number of words drawn from the Institutions de physique.
Table 2. Articles that contain at least some text of the Institutions de physique 
and their percentages in ascending order.
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Some of these proportionality scores are variable (indicated by the *), 
and this is again due to the multi-vocal nature of many of the articles Formey’s 
papers were used to construct. About forty-five percent of d’Alembert’s CONTINU 
article, for instance, comes from the Institutions de physique (without citation). 
However, if we look closely, we see that CONTINU is in fact two articles, wherein 
the first paragraph, d’Alembert tells us, can be considered by itself an “Article de 
M. Formey.”52 Thus, if we score only Formey’s part, the Du Châtelet percentage 
almost doubles, and we are again left with the obvious question as to the validity of 
attribution concerning Formey’s inclusion as an “author” of this part of the article. 
A similar pattern of re-use is found in the longer articles such as PESANTEUR, 
which rates at an impressive eighty-two percent Du Châtelet, albeit in this case 
there is at least a reference to Formey’s use of Du Châtelet as a source text at the 
end of the article (though with no indication of what part of Du Châtelet’s text is 
used and where): “Cet article est de M. Formey, qui l’a tiré en partie des Inst. de 
Phys. de Mad. Du Châtelet” [“This article is from M. Formey, who extracted it 
in part from the Mad. Du Châtelet’s Inst. de Phys.”].53 We are thus left to wonder 
if this information was included in Formey’s original article, or whether it was 
added by the editors post hoc, and therefore to what extent this article should be 
considered an article by Madame Du Châtelet with a brief introduction by Samuel 
Formey, rather than its current attribution to Formey alone.
Finally, to conclude, I would like to consider the two articles with the 
highest Du Châtelet scores: SUFFISANTE RAISON (eighty-seven percent score) 
and CONTRADICTION (ninety-five percent score); the former unsigned in the 
Encyclopédie, and the latter attributed again to Formey. SUFFISANTE RAISON 
is interesting in that it quite clearly participates in the dialogical system of the En-
cyclopédie I lay out above, wherein the only part of the article not taken from Du 
Châtelet’s text is in effect a counter-argument to the principle of sufficient reason 
as elaborated by Leibniz and Wolff and filtered through Madame Du Châtelet, 
although the article includes no mention of her or the Institutions de physique. 
Clearly, we know that one of Du Châtelet’s aims in writing the Institutions was to 
present Leibniz’s (and to a lesser degree Wolff’s) ideas to the French-speaking world, 
and this is perhaps the case of her being too successful in her execution, as her text 
becomes (in this particular case at least) the unacknowledged point of departure 
from which the Encyclopédie can criticise Leibniz’s and Wolff’s metaphysics.54 It 
is highly probable that the penultimate paragraph of SUFFISANTE RAISON is 
another instance of editorial intervention, most likely from Diderot, who ceased 
using his authorial mark (*) in the final suppressed volumes of the Encyclopédie 
published en masse in 1765. Responding to the text of the Institutions—quite lit-
erally in this case, as the main body of the article includes Madame Du Châtelet’s 
first person pronoun ‘Je’ in its exposition—the interlocutor suggests that, if taken to 
its logical extreme, the doctrine of sufficient reason would lead to “spinosism.” A 
loaded term, for sure, the evocation of Spinoza here as a counterweight to Leibniz 
and Wolff moves the reader subtly (and perhaps ironically) from the metaphysical 
to the materialistic:
Au reste, on peut faire une espece d’argument ad hominem contre le 
principe de la raison suffisante, en demandant à Messieurs Leibnits & 
Wolf comment ils peuvent l’accorder avec la contingence de l’univers. 
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La contingence en effet suppose une différence d’équilibre. Or, quoi de 
plus opposé à cette indifférence que le principe de la raison suffisante? Il 
faut donc dire que le monde existe, non contingemment, mais en vertu 
d’une raison suffisante, & cet aveu pourroit mener jusqu’aux bords du 
spinosisme.55
[Furthermore, one can make a kind of ad hominem argument against the 
principle of sufficient reason by asking Messieurs Leibniz and Wolff how 
they can harmonize it with the contingency of the universe. A contin-
gency implying, in effect, a difference in equilibrium. But, what is more 
opposed to this indifference than the principal of sufficient reason? One 
must then say that the world exists, not contingently, but by virtue of a 
sufficient reason, and this admission could very well lead to the edges of 
Spinozism.]
The article CONTRADICTION is less conversational in tone, primarily 
because there are only eighteen words that are not drawn from Du Châtelet, com-
prising all or most of paragraphs §4 and §7 from chapter one of the Institutions 
de physique. There are, however, two interesting cross-references included—and 
we know that Diderot held the system of renvois to be the most important (and 
indeed most dialogical) of the Encyclopédie’s organisational schemes.56 There is 
first an indirect renvois (Voy. son Article) that refers the reader to the article SUF-
FISANTE RAISON (which we have just seen belongs largely to Mme Du Châtelet) 
along with a direct renvois to the abbé Yvon’s article AXIOME, directly following 
the attribution of the article to Formey: “Cet article est de M. Formey, sur quoi 
voyez l’article AXIOME” [“This article is from M. Formey, whereupon see the 
article AXIOME”].57 Following this renvois thus opens the reader up to further 
links through the metaphysical articles CONNAISSANCE, attributed by Schwab to 
Formey, with citations to John Locke, Claude Buffier, and Chambers; ABSTRAC-
TION by César Chesneau Dumarsais; and finally ANALYSE by d’Alembert, which 
is decidedly less Leibnizian/Wolffian in scope and therefore acts as a critical counter-
balance to Formey’s (and Du Châtelet’s) articles.
This brings us back, finally, to the notion of Formey as a dialogical actor, 
or pivot, in the Encyclopédie—an author that in many cases is used as a pretext for 
an argument a contrario with Leibniz and Wolff and their respective metaphysics. 
This is clearly Diderot’s stance in CONSERVATION, as we have seen earlier, as 
well as the article ETERNITÉ, in which the editor effectively undermines Formey’s 
entire contribution, noting that the article’s propositions “servent à montrer dans 
quel labyrinthe (a favourite Diderotien metaphor) on se jette, quand on veut raison-
ner ce qu’on ne conçoit pas” [serve to demonstrate the labyrinth into which one 
throws oneself when trying to reason with the inconceivable].58
Though more circumspect than Diderot, d’Alembert too is not immune 
from this sort of editorial banter, as evidenced by his presumed intervention at the 
end of the Formey article ESPACE, which, as we have seen above, is in reality fifty-
one percent Du Châtelet. In this case, the shared nature of the article’s authorship 
is at least suggested at by its unusually long and precise statement of attribution: 
“Cet article est tiré des papiers de M. Formey, qui l’a composé en partie sur le 
recueil des Lettres de Clarke, Leibnitz, Newton, Amsterd. 1740, & sur les inst. de 
Physique de madame Du Châtelet” [This article is drawn from the papers of M. 
Formey, who composed it in part using the collected letters of Clarke, Leibniz and 
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Newton (Amsterdam, 1740), and with the Institutions de physique of Madame 
Du Châtelet].59 Directly following this intervention, which logically can be seen 
as an editorial attempt at clarifying some of Formey’s uncited sources, the article 
closes with a unusual flourish: “Nous ne prendrons point de parti sur la question 
de l’espace ; on peut voir, par tout ce qui a été dit au mot Élémens des Sciences, 
combien cette question obscure est inutile à la Géométrie & à la Physique” [We 
take no position on the question of space; one can see, by all that has ben said 
in the article Élémens des Sciences, how much this obscure question is useless to 
Geometry and Physics].60 The implied superiority of geometry and physics above 
Formey’s (i.e., Leibniz’s, Wolff’s, and Du Châtelet’s) metaphysics is here quite 
clear, and wholly in line with d’Alembert’s philosophical outlook. Furthermore, 
the implicit renvoi to the article ELÉMENS DES SCIENCES—one of d’Alembert’s 
most important contributions—and the explicit cross-references to several more 
of his articles in the domains of mechanics and physics leave little doubt as to the 
authorship of this particular comment, and demonstrates forcefully the various 
layers of authorial interaction at play in the Encyclopédie.
CONCLUSION
Lost, perhaps, in the midst of these conversations for and against the meta-
physical systems of Leibniz and Wolff is the active role that Madame Du Châtelet 
plays in their elaboration over the entirety of the Encyclopédie. The Institutions de 
physique is in this light much more than a mere source that Formey draws upon 
among others. Indeed, it is safe to say that in the majority of the cases we have 
outlined above, the ideas with which Diderot and d’Alembert are conversing, the 
clear and concise crystallizations of Wolff and Leibniz they wish to combat, come 
directly from the Institutions de physique and only secondarily belong to Formey, if 
at all. Thus, if we think again about the particular dialogical space of the Encyclo-
pédie I have outlined above, and the philosophical conversations that are enacted 
therein, the traditional (and unsurprisingly male-dominated) image of Diderot and 
d’Alembert debating the ideas of Leibniz and Wolff through the mediation of Formey 
is now in need of serious reconsideration. This article is intended as a first step in 
this process of recalibration, and indeed a testament to the growing recognition 
of Madame Du Châtelet’s importance to both the encyclopedic enterprise and the 
intellectual history of the eighteenth century.
What is perhaps most significant about the findings presented here, beyond 
Du Châtelet’s role as an unacknowledged source for the Encyclopédie, is how, in 
a matter of just ten years, Du Châtelet had become the authority on Leibniz and 
Wolff in French, first for Formey and later for both Diderot and d’Alembert. Un-
attributed authors were used for a variety of reasons in the Encyclopédie, as we 
have previously demonstrated,61 so uncovering previously unseen passages of Du 
Châtelet’s Institutions, while important, is by no means surprising. Nor is the fact 
that Diderot and d’Alembert, and behind them most other French (and English) 
philosophers, rejected the metaphysics of Leibniz and Wolff as a means for acquir-
ing “certainty” about the physical universe. What is surprising, however, is the 
important and hitherto unacknowledged role that Du Châtelet played in framing 
those big questions concerning the nature of knowledge, the limits of human intel-
lect, and the workings of the universe that the Encyclopédie itself tried to answer. 
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It is perhaps time then, given the above findings, to more fully acknowledge Du 
Châtelet’s important role as a posthumous and often unnamed contributor to the 
Encyclopédie. If, however, some among us are still not quite ready to grant Émilie 
Du Châtelet full status as an encyclopédiste, then, as a matter of principal, we need 
to be sure that she is at least a part of the conversation.
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